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Black beauty cast tv

May 1, 2017, 4:47 PM UTC / Source: TODAYBy Erin Clements Friends (who ended 13 years ago this week!) made household names out of his six stars — but all the actors had credits on hit shows even during their pre-Central Limit days. Seeing the stars of 'Friends' in their earlier rolesMay 1, 201701:18 For that he was mild paleontologist Ross Geller, David Schwimmer could be seen romance Six on a
very special episode of Blossom and Kevin Arnold's older sister, Karen, on The Wonder Years. And two years before he won over viewers as Rachel Green, Jennifer Aniston made an appearance on the time-travel sci-fi series Quantum Leap. Beverly Hills, 90210 fans remember Matthew Perry as troubled tennis star Roger Azarian on a Season 1 episode. And, of course, Courteney Cox already has a
recurring role on the final two seasons of Family Ties as one of Alex P. Keaton's girlfriends, psychology student Lauren.Getty ImagesMatt LeBlanc is no stranger to spinoffs (remember Joey?), and in 1991 he became a Married with Kids character who spun into the short-lived sitcom that subsequently spewed out a separate LeBlanc series, Vinnie and Bobby. And most Friends buffs know that Lisa Kudrow
played ditzy waitress Ursula on Mad About You— the character was Phoebe Buffay's twin sister, after all, allowing for crossover between the two NBC sitcoms — but did you know Kudrow also appeared on Cheers? RELATED: 9 Celebrities You May Have Forgotten appeared on 'Family Ties' Watch the video above to see clips of the Friends cast in their earlier roles! NerdWallet is here to help you win
Black Friday while ending your budget unevenly. We spend the time, you save the money. Visit regularly for holiday shopping tips and announcements about your favorite retailers. Black Friday is Nov. 27.CVs stealing the Black Friday spotlight year after year, for good reason: Electronics retailers, big-box stores and wholesale clubs all cut prices on DVDs of different brands, sizes and resolutions. In the
past, retailers have often reserved the biggest deals for store shoppers. But with the pandemic still ongoing, there's a good chance you'll see more online doorbusters than ever this year. Many TV bargains kick off at specific times or will be available in limited quantities, so you'll have a better shot at them if you act fast. Check out our deal breakdown below. What are the best Black Friday TV deals in 2020?
Retailers' Black Friday TV deals are landing. Here are some of our top picks: Amazon is advertising discounts on pick Samsung and Sony TVs, plus up to 25% savings on TVs 75 inches and bigger. Best Buy's sale will include a 70-inch Samsung 4K Smart TV for $529.99 ($220 savings). This deal is only in stores, starting Sunday, Nov. 22.Best Buy also shaving $200 from the Insignia 50-inch Class LED 4K
UHD Fire TV Edition TV (on sale for $149.99, regularly $349.99). The TV will be available in limited offering starting Nov. 26 26 selling features several TVs, including a Samsung 70-inch Class Q6DT series 4K UHD QLED LCD TV for $999.99. It comes with a $65 Allstate Protection Plan bundle and a six-month Showtime credit. The deal is available online and in stores through Nov. 30.Dell sells a 65-inch
LG OLED 4K Smart Ultra HDTV for $1,999 ($800 savings). Target has a 65-inch TCL 4K UHD HDR Smart Android TV in limited quantities for $229.99 (regularly $399.99). The sale begins Nov. 22 online and in stores. Target also has a 65-inch Sony UHD HDR Smart Android TV for $629.99 (regularly $799.99). Shoppers can get a $30 Target gift card for free with the purchase. Walmart offers a Vizio 70-
inch Class 4K UHD TV for $478, only online in limited numbers. The deal launches Wednesday, Nov. 25 at 7 p..m. ET. What were the best Black Friday TV deals in 2019? In 2019, as in recent years, you could find TVs for sale almost everywhere you looked. But big Black Friday players like Target and Best Buy lived up to their reputations, serving highest savings. Best Buy's sale included the Insignia 58-
inch 4K UHD HDR LED smart TV with Fire TV and Amazon Echo Dot for $199.99 ($280 off). Dell offered a Vizio 65-inch 4K UHD HDR smart TV for $639.99 ($360 off), plus a $50 Dell eGift card. The doorbuster deal began Nov. 28 at 11 p..m. ET. Target is selling a 50-inch Westinghouse Roku 4K HDR UHD smart TV for $149.99 ($160 off, in-store only). How to decide if it's worth it If you need a TV upgrade
may now be the time to act, especially if you expect to hunt indoors this winter. Black Friday, however, isn't the only opportune time to buy a TV. Discounts are also common in January and February — close to the Super Bowl — and around the time new models hit shelves, which are usually in the spring. How to budget for a TV Before you drop several hundred dollars on a new TV, deciding how much you
can comfortably afford to spend on Black Friday purchases. You can use a budget calculator as a guide to distributing your monthly revenue toward different expense categories. More from NerdWalletLauren Schwahn is a writer at NerdWallet. Email: lschwahn@nerdwallet.com. Twitter: @lauren_schwahn. The Article TV Black Friday 2020 Deals: Are They Worth It? Originally appeared on NerdWallet.Tax
Guy weighing in on President-elect Joe Biden's big tax plans in light of a likely Democratic-controlled Senate. (Bloomberg) - The Donald Trump era ends badly for the Wall Street power couple of Jeff Sprecher and Kelly Loeffler.First, the New York Stock Exchange, owned by Sprecher's Atlanta-based Intercontinental Exchange Inc., flip-flopped — twice — about whether to denoly several major Chinese
companies, as the Trump administration has claimed. Then Loeffler, a former ICE executive, put her U.S. Senate seat in Georgia on Warnock lost, a defeat that - coupled with an expected win for Jon Ossoff - will hand Democrats control of the upper chamber. The double blow costs more than bruised egos. The couple gave $23.7 million on ill-fated campaign, according to the Center for Responsive Politics.
Confusion over NYSE's move has driven down the share prices of three major Chinese telecom companies and at one point shaved a combined $12 billion off their value. Still, it wasn't all recent bad news for the pair: the Bloomberg Billionaires Index last week introduced Sprecher as the latest entry into the 10-figure club. For more articles like this, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now to stay
ahead with the most reliable business news source.©2021 Bloomberg L.P.Lakiuudistus puolitti corkokaton. Lainan hakeminen voi olla kannattavampaa in food caan aiemmin. Edulliset hinnat ovat voimassa vuoden loppuun asti. Consolidation may soon fly in the boardrooms of the major airlines as they wish to survive the COVID-19 pandemic. Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban said Tuesday he would
run for the office of the president of the United States if Bitcoin hits $1 million. What happened: The Shark Tank fame investor proposed the foray into politics on Twitter.&gt; I'll run as BTC gets to $1m and we can get commitments to donate 350 BTC to the Treasury each of the 4 yrs so we can give 1 satoshi to every citizen every yr, that they should stick for 10 years. What does it sound like :) amp;gt; &gt;
- Mark Cuban (@mcuban) January 5, 2021Cuban also has the current system in a separate tweet he described as broken. The entrepreneur prophesied that there would be a viable third political party in the US by 2030. If SPAC King and Virgin Galactic (NYSE: SPCE) chairman Chamath Palihapitiya are to be believed, Under this state, Cuban might just be ready to run for the office of POTUS in 2024.On
the last day of 2020, Palihapitiya said he would buy the Hamptons and convert it to sleeper camps for children, working farms, and low-cost housing should BTC hit $150K. Why it matters: Bitcoin has risen about 19% at $34,249 from press time in 2021 so far, touching an all-time high at $35,587.66 late Tuesday.JPMorgan analysts see Bitcoin reach 6,000 levels in the long run should private sector
investments in the cribtocurrency pass Institutional investors continued to invest in the apex cryptocurrency despite the high valuations above $30,000 on Coinbase Pro.Price Action: Bitcoin traded 5.45% higher at $34,193.11 at press time. Related Link: PayPal, Square Gobbling Up All New Bitcoin Supply Fuels Current Price Spike: ReportPhoto by Gage Skidmore on FlickrSee lake from Benzinga * Click
here for options trades of Benzinga * Bitcoin Breaches All-Time High Bo K, Sidelining Ethereum Rally * As Bitcoin Crossed K, Institutional Buyers On Coinbase Record Made Purchases (C) 2021 Benzinga.com Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Bond yields and interest rates are expected to remain at a historic low for a while, and the next way for investors to find revenue is
the stock market, CNBC Mad Money host Jim Cramer Cramer Tuesday. With my diversified dividend portfolio, you can get a 5% plus return with the possibility of actual upside, Cramer said. According to the former hedge fund manager, it is still possible to get an income with some safety in the current environment. Cramer warned that investors should not rush high yield stocks as more than 8% dividend
yield resembles a red flag. It tells you that there's a lot of risk, and if you invest for income, risk is the last thing you want, he added. Dividends are like rewards that companies pay for holding a stock. Fast-growing companies like Amazon.com (NASDAQ:AMZN) and Tesla Inc (NASDAQ:TSLA) are investing full profits back into the business for growth and expansion instead of a dividend payment, Cramer
noted. He has compiled a diversified portfolio of nine high-yield dividend stocks that have a strong balance sheet. Dow Inc (NYSE: DOW): It yields 5.02%. Cramer thinks the stock is a good performer and is likely to go higher because of polyethylene's rising price. See what analysts think about DowIBM (NYSE: IBM): This yields 5.17%. Although Cramer called IBM a controversial choice, he thinks that IBM's
Red Hat acquisition was smart, and the company focuses on fast-growing future opportunities. IBM also recently named former Trump adviser Gary Cohn as vice chairman. AbbVie Inc (NYSE: APS): This yields 4.88%. The company has a huge pipeline of drugs and two blockbuster drugs that grow like crazy, as per Cramer.B&amp;tbsp; G Foods, Inc. (NYSE: BGS): It yields 7.11%. The company has a
steady cash flow. According to Cramer, with more people cooking during the lockdown, B&amp;G brand food is perfect for consumers. Chevron Corporation (NYSE: CVX): It yields 5.93%. They have a strong balance sheet and Cramer thinks the company will do well under the Biden administration as it will be difficult to acquire new wells, making the existing ones more valuable. Verizon Communications
Inc. (NYSE: VZ): It yields 4.28%. Cramer called it a slow and steady producer. In the utility shares group, Cramer recommended American Electric Power Company Inc (NASDAQ:AEP) with 3.64% yield, Dominion Energy Inc (NYSE: D) with 3.45% yield, and Entergy Corporation (NYSE: ETR) with 3.93% yield. See more from Benzinga * Click here for options trades from Benzinga * Self-Driving Tech Startup
Oxbotica Increase M to focus on industrial application * To raise Bilibili billion in secondary Hong Kong Listing: CNBC (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. China is one of the world's most polluting countries, a reality dating back to when this power emerged as a developing country. Financial markets gyrating on Wednesday because of two Georgia
Senate races suggest Democratic control of the House, Senate and presidency. The said $2,000 payments could go out the door immediately. There is a strong feeling growth among investors - of relief - that the new year will feature lower volatility 2020. That together it would be enough to boost spirits, but even better, there is also a perception that the markets are going to drive higher in the new year.
Marko Kolanovic, JPMorgan's renowned quant expert, sees the initial stages of a positive feedback loop, with lower volatility and systematic investment strategies coming together to drive profits, attracting more investors — and in Kolanovic's view the S&amp;amp;; P 500 to 4,600 by the end of the year. This will be a 25% increase for the index. A common market environment like that is bound to produce
many stock winners, and Wall Street's analysts are working to point them out. Among other things, they tap penny stock, shares priced at less than $5 per share. Their rock-bottom starting price makes pennies the logical place to look for big returns on investment. Although their risk factor is high, even a small gain in absolute numbers will turn into a massive percentage gain in share price. Using TipRanks'
database, we identified two penny supplies that the benefits believed could see explosive gains in the coming months. Not to mention each getting a Strong Buy consensus rating from the analyst community.9 Meters Biopharma (NMTR)Some biopharma companies are taking a broad-based approach, while others focus on a niche. 9 Meters is one of the latter, aiming for unfulfilled needs for digestive
patients. The company's development pipeline features drug candidates examined as treatments for short bowel syndrome (SBS) and celiac disease (CeD), two conditions that are both dangerous and difficult to treat. Drilling down to pipeline details, 9 Meters' flagship product, Larazotide, is in Phase 3 development for the treatment of CeD. CeD affects about 1% of the population, but there are no approved
therapies. Top-line data from the study are expected in the second half of 2021. Furthermore, this past December, the company announced that it had entered into an agreement with EBRIS, the European Biomedical Research Institute of Salerno, to investigate Larazotide as a potential treatment for respiratory complications due to COVID-19. The other major drug in the company's pipeline is NM-002, for
SBS. The company recently announced positive Phase 1b/2a results, with a measurable impact on disease symptoms of a compound well tolerated by patients. NMTR's strong pipeline and $0.89 share price have achieved it considerable praise from the benefits on Wall Street.One of these NMTR bulls is Truist's Srikripa Devarakonda. Citing Larazotide as a key component of its bullish thesis, the analyst
noted, we acknowledge investors are likely to see a pivotal hearing in a tough-to-crack Celiac disease program as high risk despite encouraging Ph2b data. We model $705M/$353M in peak unsuitable/custom sales and see potential upside of 400% - positive Ph3 reading. Devarakonda also sees significant unfulfilled need in SBS and still believes that NM-002 has addated profile against SOC. His main
takeaways takeaways The recent Phase 1b/2a results include: 1) we believe that the drug has early activity in SBS patients; all 9 patients showed significant reduction in total stool output volume; average TSO reduction was 42% off baseline; 2) responses occur quickly, with effects on TSO seen within 48 hours of dosing; 3) safety profile looks favorable, we'd like to see greater durability. To this end,
Devarakonda rates NMTR share a Buy along with a $5 price target. This figure conveys its confidence in NMTR's ability to increase 462% in the coming year. (To watch Devarakonda's record, click here) Turning to the rest of the Street now, other analysts are on the same page. With 4 Buys and no Holds or Sale, the word on the street is that NMTR is a strong buy. Given its $4.33 average price target,
upside of 386% could be in store for investors. (See NMTR stock analysis on TipRanks) Orchard Therapeutics (ORTX)Orchard Therapeutics takes the broad-based approach to the biopharma industry. The company is working on developing gene therapies for rare, often terminal, diseases, including neurometabolic disorders, primary immune deficiency and blood disorders. The gene therapy approach
uses blood stem cells to deliver corrected genetic information directly into the patient's body. Orchard's pipeline demonstrates the diversity of disorders that are amenable to gene therapy - the company has no fewer than 12 drug candidates in development. Among these candidates, Libmeldy (OTL-200) stands out. Libmeldy is in commercialization stages as a treatment for MLD (metachromatic
leukodystrophy), a rare, mutation-based genetic disorder of the nervous system. Libmeldy, who is designed to treat children suffering from the infantile for juvenile forms of MLD by replacing the defective ARSA gene, received his approval for medical use in the EU in December 2020. Wedbush analyst David Nierengarten does not take on the European approval of Libmeldy, and its implication for
Orchard's progress. He writes, We look forward to the company's commercial execution in the EU and an eventual 2022 approval in the US. ORTX received IND clearance from the FDA last month for the program paving the way for talks with U.S. regulators to decide a suitable path forward to a BLA filing. Net nets, with possibly two gene therapies approved in the next 12-18 months and a crucial study
starting in a third (MPS-I), think our ORTX shares are undervalued at these levels, the analyst concluded. In keeping with his bullish comments, Nierengarten rates ORTX as Outperform (i.e. Buy), and its $15 price target suggests a potential for 241% growth in the year ahead. (To watch Nierengarten's record, click here) Do other analysts agree with Nierengarten? They do. Only Buy ratings, 3, in fact, are in
the last three months. Therefore, ORTX gets a strong buying consensus rating. At $15, the average price target indicates that shares can value by 241% in the year ahead. (See ORTX stock analysis on find good ideas for penny stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best stocks for sale, a newly launched tool that unites all of TipRanks' equity insights. Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in
this article are exclusively those of the popular analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. We all heard that the early bird catches the worm. Well, how about the early investor catching glory. The stock market may have recovered from the first shocks of the pandemic, but Americans' retirement
savings may not be so lucky. A majority of Americans — 60% — withdrew or borrowed money from qualified retirement plans since COVID-19 first arrived in the U.S., two-thirds of which it did so to pay for basic cost of living, according to a new survey from Kiplinger's Personal Finance Magazine and financial firm Personal Capital. Nearly a third of the 744 respondents surveyed withdrew $75,000 or more
from a retirement account, and another 58% borrowed between $50,000 and $100,000 the poll found. Investor's Business DailyThe Georgia runoff elections signaling Democratic Senate control will have major implications for taxes and spending policies and the stock market outlook. As Democrats look poised to pick up two Senate seats in Georgia's runoff, Renaissance Macro Research head of
economics Neil Dutta is laying out the areas investors should focus on going forward. It's expected that Quantum A.I. will help transform life as we know it. Investor's Business DailyMarijuana shares rose as a Democratic Senate contributes to marijuana legalization momentum. Are any pot stocks good purchases now amid profitability challenges? This is a new year, and a great time to choose new stock to
line the portfolio. Investment banking giant Goldman Sachs has been watching the markets with an eye toward the long term – and a finger on pulse of the present. The firm bullish following the passage of the COVID relief bill last month, as the direct income assistance of $600 per person - or $1200 for married couples - as a positive for consumers' disposable income in the here-and-now. And with
consumer spending making up some two-thirds of the U.S. economy, and a boost to that metric is considered good for the whole. Considering the COVID relief controls, Goldman Sachs chief economist Jan Hatzius raised his expectations for U.S. economic growth in 1Q21 – and bumped up its GDP forecast from 3% to 5%. While the revenue bonds of the fiscal package will be very preloading, we expect
the impact on consumer spending to be spread more evenly throughout the year, Hatzius noted. The economist sees current conditions – with lockdowns in place, than something put a damper on immediate spending, but which leads to pent-up demand later in the year. With that in mind, Hatzius forecast consecutive gains in Q2 and Q3, and full-year GDP growth of 5.8%, to 9% from its previous estimate.
The Inventory Inventory at Goldman is eager to follow Hatzius' lead, and they're combing the market for stocks likely to win if the markets take a long-term rising trajectory. The firm's analysts especially pull the trigger on two stocks, noting that each has the potential to deliver double-digit gains in the year ahead. We ran the two through TipRanks' database to see what other Wall Street's analysts have to
say about them.17 Education and Technology (YQ)The global pandemic had one effect that could never have been predicted beforehand: the sudden shift from schools to mass online classes. Remote office jobs have been around for a long time, and at secondary and college levels, schools have had long experience with correspondence courses — but mass online learning, even up to the primary level,
has never been tried. However, companies like 17 Education take the challenge of online learning.17 Education is a Chinese company, dedicated to joining technology with high-quality educational content to create more effective and efficient tutoring services for K-12. The program includes both online and in-classroom solutions - 17 Education accounts themselves as a full-service educational technology
provider. It is also a new company to the financial markets. YQ stock went public just this past December, when trading began on the 4th of the month. The IPO opened flat, with shares priced at $10.50, the centerpiece of the pre-IPO range. By December 9, the share price had nearly doubled. Since then, however, the stock has been down 34% from its peak. Among the bulls is Goldman analyst Christine
Cho, who initiated her coverage of YQ with a Buy Rating and a $21 price target. This figure indicates a 55% upside for the next 12 months. (To watch Cho's record, click here) Cho is bullish on the company's application of big data systems to analyze and streamline classroom solutions, and sees its unique 'hybrid' model of combining in-school and online courses as a net plus. We see [YQ] translating into
two potential benefits for its AST [after school tuition] business: (1) proprietary school-level insights allowing YQ to develop more localized/personal content, and (2) ability to grow paid enrollment quickly at low student acquisition costs — a key challenge in the online AST industry — through penetration of organic The Goldman review is one of two on record for 17 Education the other is also a Buy, making
the consensus see a moderate buy. The stock is priced at $13.5, and the $20.50 average price target gives an upside potential of ~52%. (See YQ stock analysis on TipRanks) ChampionX Corporation (CHX)17 Education was not the only new ticker to hit the markets at the height of the pandemic, it was rather one of many. ChampionX is an oilfield technology company that did a big change in 1H20. It's
namesake, ChampionX Holdings, merged with Corp, with the combined company showing the ChampionX name to the new partner's History. CHX began trading in June 2020, and in December the company moved its ticker from the NYSE to the NASDAQ. CHX offers a variety of oilfield technology solutions, including such specialized applications as drilling liquid and mud additives, fracturing fluid
systems, and well cement, in addition to drilling technology. These technology services are vital for the oil producers — who own the wells — to get the product to the surface. The essential nature of the service, plus generally improving economic conditions, has led to a Q3 consecutive gain in revenue of 112%. The top line came in at $633 million. Analyst Angie Sedita, who covers this stock for Goldman,
sees the company in a beneficial position. We consider ChampionX to be a strong oilfield service and equipment supplier with a global footprint and favorable product mix. Its primary businesses, chemicals and artificial lift, have been exposed to the production phase of the life of a well, thus producing lower earnings cyclical and stronger through-cycle EBITDA. The recent merger of the two companies
completed in Q2-20 (Apergy and ChampionX) should drive market share growth and cross-selling opportunities in the international and U.S. markets, Sedita wrote. To this end, Sedita initiated coverage on CHX with a Buy rating and a $21 price target. Her target implies a 20% upside for the next 12 months. (To watch Sedita's record, click here) All in all, six of Wall Street's analysts review CHX shares, and
5 said to go on sale at 1 that rated it a Hold. That puts the analyst consensus at a Strong Buy. However, the recent share appreciation pushed the stock price above the average price target of $17.10. (See CHX stock analysis on TipRanks) To find good ideas for stocks trading at attractive valuations, visit TipRanks' best stocks to buy, a newly launched tool that unites all of TipRanks' equity insights.
Disclaimer: The opinions expressed in this article are exclusively those of the popular analysts. The content is intended to be used for informational purposes only. It is very important to do your own analysis before making any investment. QuantumScape founder Jagdeep Singh speaks to Yahoo Finance after the company's stock fell 40 percent Tuesday morning. Democrats are looking to get into pole
position in Washington after key runoff Senate races in Georgia tilt away from Republicans, with results already ripping through financial markets. Benzinga does a sentiment survey every week to find out what merchants are most excited about, interested in or thinking if they're managing and building their personal portfolios. We surveyed a group of more than 500 Benzinga investors about whether shares
of Palantir (NYSE: PLTR) or Snowflake (NYSE: SNOW) stock will grow the most by 2022.Palantir Vs. Stock Palantir is building and deploying software platforms for the intelligence community in the United States to help with counterterrorism investigations and operations. The company is known for Palantir Gotham, Gotham, software platform for government operators in defense and intelligence sectors.
Palantir Gotham enables users to identify patterns hidden deep within datasets, ranging from signals intelligence sources to reports of confidential informants, as well as facilitating the handoff between analysts and operational users, helping operators plan and perform real-world responses to threats identified within the platform. The company also provides Palantir Foundry, a platform that transforms the
ways organizations operate by creating a central operating system for their data. Foundry also allows individual users to integrate and analyze the data they need in one place. See also: Best IPOs 2020In one of the year's most anticipated IPOs, Palantir went public in September via a direct listing. Shares of Palantir opened for trading at $10 and currently trading around $25.Snowflake is a software
company that provides data cloud platforms for customers in data engineering, data more, data warehouse, data science, data applications, and data sharing. The company also provides solutions for data silos and data management. In its first earnings report as a public company on Dec. 2, Snowflake reported quarterly sales of $159.62 million, beating the $147.52 million estimate and representing 119%
year-over-year growth. The company reported a third-quarter loss of $1.01 per share, which estimates missed by 75 cents. Snowflake reported 3,554 total customers and 65 customers with the rear 12-month product revenue greater than $1 million. Snowflake had one of the largest IPOs ever for a software stock and is now trading about $283.Survey SayFifty-five percent of participants said shares of
Palantir would grow more by 2022. Many respondents to our study expressed confidence that CEO Alex Karp would lead Palantir to win several more data software contracts with government and private-sector companies throughout 2021. something the company has great momentum with going in the end of 2020.Take a look at Palantir's recent wins : * The company won a three-year, $44 million contract
with the Food and Drug Administration. * Announced the U.S. Army's Program Executive Office for Enterprise Information Systems opted to run the second year of its partnership on the Army Lookout program for $113.8 million * Had a two-year, $31.5 million contract with the UK's National Health Service.Kicking off 2021 on the right note, on Jan. 4 Palantir announced a one-year, $22.5 million contract with
SOMPO Holdings.As a measuring stick for investors , it can be said much of Palantir's 2021 growth will be linked to garnering more contracts such as the above examples. This survey was conducted by Benzinga in January 2021 and has the answers of a population of adults 18 or older included. Opting into the survey was completely voluntary, with no incentives offered to potential respondents. The study
reflects results from more than 500 adults. See more from Benzinga * Click here for Trades of Benzinga * Is now the time to buy stock in Apple, GE, Boeing, FuboTV or Ideanomics? * Will United Or American Airlines Stock Grow More by 2022? (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. Investor's Business DailyAmong the Dow Jones shares, Apple and
Microsoft are among the top stocks for sale and to watch in January 2021.Chinese automaker BYD Co Ltd (OTC: BYDDF) are emit leading rivals in the luxury electric sedan monthly sales despite an 11% year-over-year drop in total electric passenger car sales in 2020, reports BYD sold 130,970 units of battery-powered electric vehicles in 2020.What happened: In December 2020, BYD's combined sales of
electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles increased to 27,594 units, a 150% YoY growth. The Han electric sedan is the main sales manager for BYD, crossing 10,000 units in the first five months of its launch since July, CNBC noted. Individual sales figures for December 2020 are currently unavailable. BYD's Han acts on par with market counterpart Nio Ltd (NYSE: NIO), and better than other counterparts like
Xpeng Inc (NYSE: XPEV) and Li Auto Inc (NASDAQ:LI), as per CNBC. Why does it matter: Among the Warren Buffet-backed company's Chinese rivals in the EV segment, Nio topped the leader board. It doubled its YoY growth clock 43,728 unit sales in 2020, with sales peaking at 7,000 units in December.Xpeng, the Guangzhou-based EV maker, disclosed Monday that 2020 deliveries grew by 112% YoY
to 27,041 units. In the fourth quarter, Xpeng recorded 303% YoY growth and a 51% consecutive rise. December was the best month for Xpeng, with monthly deliveries standing at 5,700 units, a 326% increase on a YoY basis, and a 35% increase over November.Li Auto reported that deliveries in the fourth quarter were about 14,146 units, of which 6,106 units were delivered in December. Total deliveries for
2020 crossed the 30,000 milestones in a mere 12 months since its launch on Dec. 4, 2019.Price Action: BYD ADRs jumped 6.77% higher to close at $59.88 Tuesday.Click here to check out Benzinga's EV Hub for the latest Electric vehicle newsImage Courtesy: WikimediaSee lake from Benzinga * Click here for options trades of Benzinga * Amazon-backed EV Maker Rivian Close to increasing fresh
funding at B Valuation : Report * Achronix Semiconductor In Talks For B SPAC Merger Deal: Report (C) 2021 Benzinga.com. Benzinga does not provide investment advice. All rights reserved. A Piper Sandler analyst cut his rating on the stock. A price reduction from rival Impossible Foods also weighed on the shares. Startup lid company Aeva is led by two former Apple executives looking to shake up the
industry. Industry.
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